For linear descriptor systems of the form Ei = Ax + Bu, the different kinds of controllability are analyzed by graph-theoretic means. Starting from known algebraic criteria, digraph conditions for structural r-controllability, structural impulse controllability, and structural complete controllability are derived. A nontrivial electrical example system illustrates the application of the results. 0 1997 Elsevier Science Inc.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider linear descriptor systems E1;-= Ax + Bu (1.1) with x(t) E R" the descriptor vector, u(t) E Iw" the input vector, and real matrices E E [wflx", A E [wnx", B E [wnx" . The n X n matrix E is possibly singular, whereas the matrix pencil (SE -A) is assumed to be nondegenerate, i.e., det( SE -A) f constant.
(14 APPLICATIONS 266:199-217(1997) 0 1997 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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Descriptor systems (1.1) behave more in a complicated way than linear systems in the standard state-space description that formally result from (1.1) on replacing the matrix E with the unit matrix I (as in [7] and many other works). In particular, we have to distinguish between different kinds of controllability ([2, 3, 14, 171 etc.) . This paper deals with structural conditions for the different kinds of controllability. For this purpose only the "structure" of the matrices E, A, and B is taken into account. The real matrices E, A, and B are mapped into binary matrices [El, [A] , and [B] , which are associated with digraphs. Then digraph conditions for the structural controllability of the class of structurally equivalent systems defined by [E, A, B] may be derived. The procedure is a generalization of that used in [8] to prove structural controllability criteria for state-space systems.
The main results are formulated in Theorems 3.1-3.3. The essential contents of these theorems were presented (without proof) at an ILAS meeting 191. Depending on the questions to be answered, sometimes other types of graph representation can be more suited for descriptor systems than the digraph representation used in this paper (see [6, 10, 131) . Bipartite-graph criteria equivalent to Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 were proved by K. Murota in his monograph [6] . Readers interested in other books on the graph-theoretic approach to linear systems are referred to [l, 5, 11, 151 . The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we remind the reader of the controllability conditions for numerically given systems (1.1) and introduce some graph-theoretic notions. In Section 3 graph-theoretic conditions for structural r-controllability, impulse controllability, and complete controllability are proved. In Section 4 we discuss the derived results, comparing them with the bipartite-graph approach. Finally, in Section 5 a nontrivial electrical example system illustrates the application of the results.
PRELIMINARIES
Typical features of descriptor systems (1.11, which are unknown in the realm of state-space systems, are possible impulsive responses to nonimpulsive excitations as well as provision for the consistency of initial conditions. The subset of [w" comprising all consistent initial values x (0) formed by n vertices named 1,2,. . . , n as well as edges leading from the initial vertex j to the final vertex i if mij # 0 (i, j = 1,2,. . . , n).
In the following Section 3, a few graph-theoretic concepts are needed:
A path is a sequence of edges such that the initial vertex of the succeeding edge is the final vertex of the preceding edge. A path is called a cycle if the initial vertex of the first edge and the final vertex of the last edge are the same and no other vertex is reached more than once in going along the path.
Cycles consisting of one edge only are called self-cycles. A set of vertex-disjoint cycles is said to be a cycle family. The number of edges contained in a cycle family defines the length of this cycle family. A cycle family the length of which equals the number of vertices contained in the digraph is called a spanning-cycle family.
Two vertices i and j are called strongly connected if a path exists from vertex i to vertex j as well as a path from vertex j to vertex i. It is easy to realize that the subset of vertices which are strongly connected to a given vertex i forms an equivalence class C(i) within the vertex set of G[ M 1. Such an eyuivulence class of strongly connected vertices, together with all edges incident only with these vertices, constitutes a subgraph associated with a square submatrix of [M 1. Sometimes it is helpful to take descriptor feedback into consideration.
Thus we obtain an augmented system description. Essentially all the information contained in this augmented system is reflected by the square system First of all, the structural r-controllability is investigated. We start with two lemmas from which necessary and sufficient conditions for structural r-controllability may easily be derived. Considering the diagonal blocks not touched during the process just described and taking the equations (3.3) into account, we conclude: The wanted regular n X n submatrix of (s,E -A, B) is yielded by the n + 1 columns covering the main-diagonal blocks (s,E -Ajii for i = 1,2,. . . , k and the B-column containing h,. This completes the first part of the proof. Now, let us assume there exists a strongly connected subgraph G, which is not input-connected.
We shall show that this contradicts the condition (3.2).
If G, is connected neither to the input set Z nor to any other subgraph Gi To ensure the structural r-controllability, the two conditions (3.4) and Instead of condition (b) of Lemma 3.2, condition (b) of Theorem 3.1 can be used. This can be seen in the following manner: Consider a strongly connected subgraph Gi that is input-connected and contains at least one E-edge. Since each vertex of Gi is equipped with a self-cycle, it is obvious that all edges of Gi belong to at least one spanning cycle family. Therefore, either all spanning-cycle families have the same number (Z 0) of involved E-edges or not. In the former case, the corresponding subdeterminant (SE -A)ji has roots only at s = 0. For s = 0, however, the rank condition (3.4) is crucial. Equation (SE -A)ii has roots at s # 0. Hence, two spanning-cycle families with different numbers of involved E-edges exist in Gi. That is, the subgraph Gi meets condition (b) of Lemma 3.2. This was to be proved.
??
To check the structural (complete) controllability of descriptor systems (1.11, the structural rank of [E, B] has additionally to be examined (cf. Lemma 2.2). Finally, we deal with a graph-theoretic criterion for structural impulse controllability. The determinants of the maindiagonal block yield the same absolute value for both representations. Omitting the sign, the determinants associated with the subgraphs that are not input-connected are equal to the determinants of the corresponding consistent DM components. Using the correspondence between bipartite graphs and digraphs, and keeping additionally Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 in mind, the equivalence of 
EXAMPLE
Consider the electrical network depicted in Figure 1 . Let us use a descriptor vector x = (i, i, i, i, i, i, u, up u3 u4 u,Y, 
FIG. 2. The digraph G[ SE -A].
Let us investigate the different kinds of controllability for the example system. As for structural r-controllability, we apply Theorem 3.1:
Condition (a): There are cycle families of width 11 in e.g., 2+4-,8-+10+2,3-+5+9-+11+3,6+6,7+7,1+1, or Z+7-+10-+2+4-+8-+11+3+5+9+6-+Z, l+l (cf. Figure 3 ).
Condition (b):
The strongly connected subgraph G,, which contains E-edges, is input-connected. Both conditions are fulfilled, i.e., the example system is structurally r-controllable.
To ensure structural (complete) controllability, condition (a) of Theorem 3.2 must be met additionally. We have to look for a cycle family of width n = II in G(iFj I:]>. It is easy to see from Figure 4 that such a cycle family does not exist. Consequently, the example system is not structurally (completely) controllable, At last, we turn to the structural impulse controllability. For the example system, t = s -ranHE] = 8 holds. According to Theorem 3.3, the question is whether or not a cycle family of width 11 with eight E-edges exists in
FIG. 3. A cycle family of width 11 in G([$] [:I).
